
Sage Timeslips eCenter 
With web-based time and expense entry,  
the possibilities are endless.
Sage Timeslips eCenter lets you generate time and expense slips over the web so 

you’re always current on all your important time and billing activities—anytime and 

anywhere there’s an Internet connection. By linking Sage Timeslips eCenter to a 

desktop implementation of Sage Timeslips, you provide your laptop or mobile phone1 

users with web-based access to post information even as it is happening. And, for 

your Sage Timeslips eCenter users, you don’t have to install any additional software, 

so you have the option of using multiple devices—including Apple® MacBook®, 

MacBook Air® and iPad® and more—to track time and expenses. Plus, you can 

customize your deployment of Sage Timeslips to suit your personal choice. 

Enter new clients, tasks, and expenses on the fly. Keep track of billable time in real 

time with optional slip timers. And whether you need individual time slips to document 

rapidly changing tasks on a daily basis, or a timesheet template for a particular client’s 

recurring jobs, you’ll have the confidence of knowing your work is always up to date.

Web Data Entry
Today’s web and mobile  

technology is rapidly changing 

the way companies do business. 

More employees work remotely, 

outside of usual business hours, 

and critical data can’t wait to 

be entered into the database 

until they’re back at the office. 

Timekeepers want to enter time 

without having to install software 

while being able to use a variety 

of devices and operating systems.  

With Sage Timeslips eCenter, 

everyone can be happy and 

productive. An online time- and 

expense-tracking solution, Sage 

Timeslips eCenter gives in-house 

and remote computer and mobile 

device users the ability to generate 

time and expense slips over the 

web. Unchained from desktop 

software, employees can capture 

time and expenses anywhere and 

on any device with a browser and 

Internet connection.

Ready to Get Sage Timeslips eCenter  
for Your Organization?
We’re here to help! For more information, or to purchase Sage Timeslips eCenter,  
call 800-285-0999.



Make the most of your time away from  
the office with Sage Timeslips eCenter.
Now you don’t have to wait until you’re back at your desk to record your time, tasks, and expenses—or even start a file  

on a new client! Sage Timeslips eCenter lets you generate time slips and other critical information over the web or a mobile  

device in real time. Additionally, you can serve your clients better by giving them direct access to review their accounts  

rather than waiting for reports or invoices.

The web and mobile access capabilities of Sage Timeslips eCenter can help your organization stay 
productive on the go, so you can: 

•  Add new clients easily. Begin entering slips for clients not yet entered into the main Sage Timeslips billing database, 

even during your first meeting.

•  Quickly enter new tasks and expenses. Enter activities and reimbursable expenses that will later be tracked as time  

or expense slips without waiting for main database sync.

•  Generate time slips while you are on the go. Account for your billable time through the web portal or a mobile 

device while you’re on the move.

•  Track every minute and expense in real time. Don’t rely on memory and receipts to account for time and 

expenses when you get back to your desk.

•  Efficiently record time sheet entries. Create a weekly 

template customized for individual clients and recurring tasks.

•  Give clients easy access to their data. Provide your clients  

with the option of viewing AR, fund, and previous billing information  

online and print a previous bill without calling into your office.  

•  More accurately track your time. Use stop-watch functionality  

to keep track of your time with optional slip-based timers.

•  No longer worry about installing updates. Since there  

are multiple deployment options, Sage Timeslips eCenter users have 

the ability to access the tools they need without installing any software 

on their desktop, laptop, or mobile device—which also means they are 

always running the most current version.

•  Offer access to more devices. Say “yes” to timekeepers who want to use an Apple desktop, laptop, or tablet like iMac, 

MacBook, MacBook Air and iPad, or an AndroidTM tablet with Google ChromeTM browser installed. Mobile devices with most 

popular browsers work as well—users simply need access to the web to enter time and expenses.

•  Ensure correct spelling. Check the spelling of words in description areas against preloaded dictionaries.

•  Use the web browser of your choice. Sage Timeslips eCenter works with all major browsers including: Microsoft® 

Internet Explorer® 7.x, 8.x, and 9.x; Mozilla® Firefox® 3.x and higher; Google Chrome 4.x and higher; and Apple Safari® 4.x  

and higher.
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Sage Timeslips eCenter—your portal to greater productivity!
1 Not all functionality is available on all mobile devices. 


